Abstract-We describe a simple method for detecting formaldehyde using low resolution non-dispersive UV absorption spectroscopy. A two channel sensor was developed, making use of a strong absorption peak at 339 nm and a neighboring region of negligible absorption at 336 nm as a reference. Using a modulated UV LED as a light source and narrow laser-line filters to select the desired spectral bands, a simple detection system was constructed specifically targeted at formaldehyde. By paying particular attention to sources of noise, a minimum detectable absorbance of 5 × 10 −5 absorbance units (AU) was demonstrated with a 20 s averaging period (as I/I 0 ). The system was tested with formaldehyde finding a limit of detection of 4.3 ppm for a 195 mm gas cell. As a consequence of the low gas flow rates used in our test system, a time period of over 8 min was used in further tests, which increased the minimum detectable absorbance to 2 × 10 −4 AU, 17 ppm of formaldehyde. The increase was the result of thermal drift caused by unwanted temperature variation of the UV LED and the filters, resulting in a zero uncertainty estimated at −560 ppm°C −1 and 100 ppm°C −1 respectively.
Some countries have different guideline levels over different time periods, for example the limits for Singapore and South Korea are 0.1 ppm over 8 hours [7] .
Formaldehyde is also a valuable industrial chemical with limited alternatives [1] , [2] , [7] . Formaldehyde resin is used as an adhesive in plywood [8] , [9] and in carpeting [10] , and is also used in the production of paints [11] and wallpapers [12] . Emission levels are highest when products are new, generally decreasing exponentially, but can take several years to reach safe levels [6] , [7] , [13] . As a result formaldehyde gas can often build up in enclosed areas and, particularly when new furnishings or carpeting have been installed, it can pose a serious health risk.
Biochemical formaldehyde sensors, such as 'biosniffers' [6] , can be highly sensitive but can be difficult to implement as standalone sensors. For example, the sensor of Kudo et al. [6] requires circulation of a chemical reagent and pH buffer for correct operation, which precludes its use as a compact sensor for field use requiring minimal human intervention. An electrochemical gas sensor is also available [14] , however electrochemical sensors are known to have limited lifetimes and can suffer from cross-response to other gas species and humidity. Thin film sensors, including semiconductor sensors, can show ppb level sensitivity but suffer from cross-response to humidity and other indoor gases [15] .
Optical sensors generally offer a number of advantages for gas detection including fast response times, reliable components and, for absorption based sensors, non-contact operation. They typically work by the principle of spectroscopy, wherein light is passed through a sample and its resultant absorption spectrum is used to identify and quantify gases present [16] .
In tunable diode laser spectroscopy (TDLS), a diode laser's wavelength is tuned to scan across the absorption spectrum of the target gas. Quantum cascade lasers (QCLs), interband cascade lasers (ICLs) or difference frequency generation (DFG) sources enable access the mid infrared region where linestrengths are greater than those in the near IR, and sensitivity can be further improved by the use of multipass gas cells such as Herriott cells [16] . In the mid IR (near 3.5μm) Wysocki et al. [17] demonstrated a detection limit of 3.5 ppb with a response time of 1 s and Richter et al. [18] achieved a limit of 74 ppt but with increased response time (once per minute). Sensitivity can be further improved by the use of cavity-enhanced techniques, for example enabling This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ measurement of weaker absorption lines in the near infrared region at 1.76 μm [19] . TDLS systems demonstrate good species selectivity, often with no spectral overlap between absorption lines, and excellent signal-to-noise ratios, but can be expensive and / or complex to manufacture.
Photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) relies on the photoacoustic effect whereby sound is produced by the absorption of light from a modulated source. PAS has been shown to give good sensitivity and response time (detection of 3 ppb formaldehyde at one measurement per three minutes being shown by Angelmahr et al. [20] ) but can be susceptible to background acoustic noise. The QEPAS technique, as demonstrated by Horstjann et al. [21] for formaldehyde , aims to solve this problem using a quadrupole acoustic sensor, however to sensitively detect formaldehyde still requires a costly ICL source. Finally a commercial rack-mounted instrument is available based on the photoacoustic principle used with a QCL source, giving a sub ppb detection limit [22] .
Differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) is commonly used for outdoor formaldehyde detection, consisting of a light source, a long path arrangement often traveling hundreds of metres through the atmosphere, and a high resolution (sub nanometre) spectrometer [23] [24] [25] [26] . Stutz and Platt [27] have published algorithms required to separate measurements of concentrations of ozone, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide and formaldehyde in the atmosphere. Hausmann et al. [28] estimated the error when using UV DOAS to measure OH, SO 2 , C 10 H 8 and formaldehyde in the atmosphere, in the presence of instrumental noise. Both papers reveal a high degree of complexity in the spectral post-processing required to separate these species at trace atmospheric levels using their UV absorption spectra.
Also in the UV, Washenfelder et al. [29] have developed a broadband cavity-enhanced detector for formaldehyde and nitrogen dioxide, using the 310-360 nm region, a broadband, laser diode-pumped xenon lamp and a grating spectrometer. High reflectivity mirrors enabled a 1.43 km effective cavity length within a physical distance of 1m. Detection limits were 140 and 210 ppt for CH 2 O and NO 2 respectively. While such instruments perform well, their size and complexity makes them unsuited to hand-portable field measurements.
We have previously shown that the region of the formaldehyde absorption spectrum between 320 and 360 nm has relatively little interference from other indoor gases [30] . 85 chemicals and chemical groups common to the indoor environment were identified, 32 of which had absorption spectra in the UV-Vis region. Of these, 11 were found to overlap with the formaldehyde UV region. It was found that the region between 320 to 360 nm is relatively free from interference from indoor gases, with NO 2 being the only major interferent. Although other gases such as acetaldehyde also have the potential to interfere, their concentrations in the indoor environment are so low in comparison that in practice the level of such interference would be negligible.
Within this region are bands with high absorption from formaldehyde and regions of minimal absorption (see Fig. 1 ). This makes the region suitable for a low resolution, two channel spectroscopy system specifically targeted at formaldehyde Fig. 1 . Absorbance of formaldehyde in the identified region, assuming a 10 ppb concentration and a 100 mm path length, calculated from data from Meller and Moortgat [32] . The major vibration state peaks are marked [33] . This region has relatively little interference from gases common to the indoor environment [30] . absorption features. For such a scheme, 32 ppb of NO 2 was estimated to have a cross-sensitivity with equivalent magnitude to 100 ppb of formaldehyde [30] . In principle, this problem would be avoided by the use of a commercially available NO 2 sensor, or use of a third detection channel targeting NO 2 .
Here, a two channel system is demonstrated using a single UV LED as a light source and a pair of laser-line bandpass filters to give a measurement and a reference channel. The performance and engineering compromises resulting from this choice of components, and performance limitations, are discussed.
II. THEORY OF OPERATION
The degree of absorption through a given sample is governed by the Beer-Lambert law shown in [31, eq. (1) ].
where I is the final intensity of light transmitted through a sample at wavelength λ, I 0 is the initial intensity at that wavelength, σ is the absorption cross-section per molecule of absorbing gas at that wavelength, l is the light path length through the sample and N is the number density of absorbing gas molecules.
At low values of σ l N, this approximates to a linear relationship as follows:
We can define the absorbance of a sample as the ratio of absorbed intensity to initial intensity:
The sensitivity of a spectroscopy device can be quantified as its noise equivalent absorbance (NEA), with dimensionless units AU (absorbance units). This is the absorbance at which the signal, as I /I 0 , is equal to the RMS noise, and is independent of pathlength.
The 320-360 nm region of the formaldehyde spectrum is repeated in Fig. 1 re-plotted from data measured by Meller and Moortgat [32] . The major vibrational absorption peaks are labelled, following the form M a b for a transition of the vibration state M, a and b representing the quantum numbers in the upper and lower energy states respectively [33] .
The instrument was built to use two wavelength bands, one for the reference channel and one for the signal channel/band. The detection band was centered at 339 nm and the reference band centered at 336 nm. It used the 2 1 0 4 1 0 formaldehyde absorption peak, one of the strongest formaldehyde absorption peaks in the region.
For a broadband measurement, transmission through the detection channel comprises the integrated gas absorption:
Where E s is the emission envelope of the source and T is the transmission of the detection channel filter. In the region of linear operation, we can adapt (2) to give the absorbance;
where the subscript D denotes the detection channel, and σ is a pseudo absorption cross-section that follows from (4). The performance of non-dispersive systems can be estimated in terms of the minimum detectable change in optical power, I /I 0 . For non-dispersive spectroscopy the figure corresponds to a noise equivalent absorbance (NEA) where the "absorbance" concerned is an integrated effective absorbance over the measurement band. A reference channel is used to compensate for changes in the emission of the source, which are assumed to affect the reference and active channel wavelengths in equal proportion. Thus, we measure the reference channel intensity I R as a substitute for I 0 and define the normalized absorbance signal S as;
where the subscript R denotes the reference channel. S is unitless but typically described in "absorbance units" (AU). The value of I 0R /I 0D may be determined by flushing the sample cell with clean air. In our results below we report this normalized absorbance, S, corrected for drift using the reference channel.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Optical Configuration
The system used two channels for detection and reference respectively, defined by narrowband filters described in section section III.B. The channels were selected to be sufficiently close to be able to use a single LED as a light source.
A diagram of the optical setup is shown in Fig. 2 . We used a 340 nm UV LED (SETi UVTOP335TO39BL) with an emission bandwidth of 15 nm (FWHM), which incorporated a parabolic reflector in the package and therefore produced a partially collimated beam of light. This was further collimated into the 195 mm long gas cell by a 60 mm focal length lens (NA: 0.30). A 50:50 beam splitter divided the light into Fig. 2 . Diagram of the optical system. Light from a 340 nm LED was collimated through the gas cell before being divided into a detection channel and a reference channel. The desired spectral range was then selected by the filters before the light was focused onto the photodiodes for detection. two channels. Light from each channel then passed through a custom made laser-line filter, angled to tune the transmission wavelength to the desired range. Finally, the light within each channel was focused by a 16 mm focal length lens (NA 0.63) onto a photodiode for detection (RS Components OSD5.8-7QSD5.8-7Q).
B. Laser-Line Filters
While it was not necessary to distinguish the sub-nanometre spectral features of the formaldehyde spectrum, the main bands still had relatively narrow widths of around 3 nm. Commercially available 'narrow' band-pass filters had typical transmission bandwidths of 10 nm, which was too wide for the purpose of this system. 'Laser-line' filters presented a better prospect, typically having transmission bandwidths of between 2 and 3 nm. These filters are designed to permit transmission from a specific laser emission wavelength but block other wavelengths, and have precisely defined transmission spectra.
Like most band-pass filters, laser-line filters work on the principle of optical interference via a number of thin film layers that are deposited on the filter substrate. A consequence of this structure is that if the filter is used off-axis, there is a shift of the central wavelength of the filter with angle as described by [34] :
where λ f is the center wavelength when the filter is tilted, λ 0 is the center wavelength when it is on axis, known as the design wavelength, n 0 is the refractive index of the external environment (≈ 1 in air), n f is the effective refractive index of the filter and θ is the angle of incidence. When the angle of incidence increases from zero, the center wavelength decreases below the design wavelength.
Commercially available laser-line filters are generally designed to work with a specific laser and so transmission spectra tend to correspond to existing laser wavelengths. At the time of writing there was no filter available in the 340 nm range desired for this system. The closest filters available from stock were a 325 nm filter (Edmund NT47-612), corresponding to a HeCd laser line, and a 355 nm filter (Edmund NT64-240), corresponding to a Nd:YAG laser line.
A custom laser-line filter was therefore obtained (Horiba Scientific, 339.5NB3), designed specifically for this system. It had a central wavelength of 339.5 nm, matching the 2 1 0 4 1 0 formaldehyde absorption peak and suitable for the detection Fig. 3 . Transmission spectra of the detection and reference channels of the two-filter system compared to the formaldehyde spectrum from Fig. 1 . Filter transmission data was taken using a UV CCD spectrometer (AvaSpec-3648).
channel. The filter had a FWHM of 3.5 nm and a peak transmission of 51%. By tilting a second filter at 14°, the central wavelength could be tuned in accordance with (7) to give a peak wavelength of 335 nm, making it suitable for the reference channel. Fig. 3 shows the transmission spectra of the two channels taken with a UV spectrometer (Avantes AvaSpec-3648, Czerny-Turner configuration, 200 -1,100 nm spectral range, 0.05 nm spectral resolution) placed in the positions of the photodiodes (See Fig. 2 ). The total absorbance of these channels was found by calculating the absorbance at each wavelength using formaldehyde absorption cross-section data from Meller and Moortgat [32] . Assuming a 1 ppm concentration of formaldehyde, the calculated absorbance was 1.33×10 −5 AU for the detection channel and 1.69×10 −6 AU for the reference channel. As expected, the detection channel gives a larger absorbance than the reference channel. The detection channel could have given a lower absorbance by tuning its position to slightly shorter wavelengths, but at the cost of both filter transmission and LED intensity.
To find the absorbance that would be created by a quantity of gas, the intensity recorded on the detection and the reference channels was used with (4) and (6) . As a small level of absorbance persisted on the reference channel, this had the effect of decreasing the measured normalized absorbance S, from 1.33×10 −5 AU, by a factor of (1.33×10 −5 / (1.33×10 −5 -1.69×10 −6 ) = 1.15. Hence the system was estimated to have a total absorbance of 1.2×10 −5 AU for 1 ppm of formaldehyde.
The simulation makes a number of assumptions that may not be correct in practice: that the source emission and transmission of other components are spectrally flat and therefore don't distort the filter passbands; that there is minimal off-axis light passing through the filters, which would otherwise slightly broaden and shift the filter passbands; that the formaldehyde spectrum we used had minimal errors on the baseline. For this reason, it would be unwise to rely on the simulation and calibration of the final sensor is required.
C. Electronic Configuration
A schematic diagram of the electronic configuration of the system is shown in Fig. 4 . A simplified optical diagram is included in this diagram for reference, the full version of which can be found in Fig. 2 . A signal generator was used to provide a square-wave modulation at frequency f and a laser diode driver controlled the current to the LED. The lock-in amplifiers recovered the modulated signals at 1f. A summary of the selected settings is given in TABLE I.
The voltage read by the lock-in amplifiers was recorded by the computer and a LabVIEW interface was used which allowed for some post processing. Specifically, a moving average was taken over two hundred measurements (2s). A rectangular moving average was used, wherein equal weight was given to all values within the measurement window.
IV. NOISE OPTIMIZATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
The main sources of noise are summarized in TABLE II, together with the methods used to control or limit them. NEA values for the optimized performances are given for each using the gain from the photodiodes and generally calculated over a 20 s measurement period.
The current used to drive the LED was a square waveform produced by the signal generator, used to modulate the LED and provide a reference for the lock-in amplifiers. Background electronic noise from the detectors and amplifiers was measured unmodulated with the optical beam blocked, using an electronic spectrum analyser (Stanford Research Systems SR780). A modulation frequency of 6.5 kHz was found to minimise this background noise while also allowing a suitably high gain in the detector amplifiers.
Source fluctuation noise is caused by the random distribution of photons emitted by the LED and follows a Poisson distribution in the rate of detected photons resulting in white noise whose level is shown in TABLE II. Its effect can be decreased by using increased averaging periods. Initially a Peltier module and thermocouple were used to control the LED temperature. However, it was found that allowing the LED and filter to reach thermal equilibrium in a temperature-stable room gave a more stable output, a process that took around 2 hours. Packaging the LED with a Peltier element inside the device housing, as is standard practice for many tunable lasers, would improve its temperature control.
Lock-in amplifier digitisation was limited by the 16 bit precision of the output digitiser. A technique was devised for improving the performance of the lock-in amplifiers beyond this digitisation limit. By decreasing the integration time of the lock-in amplifier to 10 ms, random noise (for example electronic noise and source fluctuation) was no longer averaged out and rose to a level where the noise on the output from the lock-in amplifier was significantly greater than the digitisation limit. The noisy output was transferred to a computer and subsequently averaged over 20 s so as to reduce the effects of the random noise. Compared to longer lock-in amplifier averaging, this resulted in a similar level of random noise reduction, over a similar averaging timescale, but with much better precision, avoiding the effects of the digitisation limit.
Lock-in amplifier random noise was determined as the difference between recorded signals when the two lock-in amplifiers were used to measure the same electronic signal. To investigate this, the output of the modulated LED was recorded with a single photodiode and the resulting current was converted to voltage by a single gain amplifier. The voltage signal was then simultaneously recorded by two lockin amplifiers using the same drive frequency source and the same settings. The noise recorded was attributed to noise from the internal electronics of the lock-in amplifier. As with source fluctuation noise, this random noise source could be decreased by averaging over multiple measurements.
The most significant noise sources identified for this system were thermal drift, predominantly of the LED, and source fluctuation noise. For a single 20 s measurement, source fluctuation and electronic noise dominate, giving a minimum detectable absorbance of 4.6 × 10 −5 AU, equivalent to a limit of detection of 4.0 ppm of formaldehyde. After approximately 2 minutes, thermal drift increased to similar levels, and over longer measurement periods it would be expected to dominate.
V. FORMALDEHYDE TESTING
The system was tested using formaldehyde generated with a vapour generator (Owlstone Vapor Generator OVG-4) which used a calibrated permeation tube containing paraformaldehyde. The tube was heated to 100°C to generate a constant, known flux of formaldehyde vapour from the tube. Passing zero air over the tube at a known rate then provided a known formaldehyde concentration. The concentration could be varied either by changing the flow rate over the tube or by downstream dilution with further zero air.
In the first test, to minimise disturbance of the apparatus, the air flow rate was switched between 500 cm 3 min −1 and 50 cm 3 min −1 , which yielded concentrations of 4.4 ppm and 44 ppm respectively, giving a total difference of 40±7 ppm. The air flow was switched over five times during the experiment, thus modulating the concentration. The results are shown in Fig. 5 .
In Fig. 5 the effect of formaldehyde is an increase in absorbance correlating with the increases in formaldehyde concentration. This verifies that 40 ppm was well above the short-term limit of detection (LoD) of the system. The measured change in absorbance, of approximately 3.5 × 10 −4 AU for a 40 ppm change in concentration, is lower than the estimated (simulated) figure of 4.8 × 10 −4 AU (Section III.C). A significant variation in the baseline was also observed. It is attributed to poor thermal stability of the LED, which causes a spectral shift in its output, and thermal shifts of the bandpass filters, both of which are investigated in more detail in section VI. Although our system employed a low numerical aperture through the gas cell and filters, it is possible that off-axis beams were present that resulted in slight shifts in the central frequency of the filters and slightly increased bandwidths, beyond the assumptions made in the simulation.
By measuring changes in the baseline deviation from one measurement to the next, the short-term limit of detection (20 seconds) was estimated at around 5 × 10 −5 AU or 4.3 ppm Fig. 6 . Formaldehyde delivery system. The two vapour generators supplied air samples at the same flow rate and temperature. One delivered a chosen concentration of formaldehyde, the other, clean air. The supply to the gas cell could be switched between the two without varying the total flow rate.
of formaldehyde. This compares well with our estimated limits of detection of 4.6 × 10 −5 AU (TABLE II) and 4.0 ppm. However, the results also show a baseline drift increasing the practical limit of detection to approximately 2 × 10 −4 AU. Baseline drift over the 80 minute period of the experiment was consistent with thermal drift over these timescales.
The maximum detectable concentration was not tested due to safety considerations associated with high levels of formaldehyde. However a theoretical maximum sensitivity can be estimated using the known nonlinearity of (1). A reasonable upper limit would be 1 AU, equivalent to 8.6 %vol, giving a dynamic range of 4.3 ppm to 8.6 %vol.
As expected, the results also show that the system responded relatively slowly to the introduction of the highest concentration of formaldehyde, since this was generated using the lowest flow rates of 50 cm 3 min −1 , filling a cell whose volume was estimated to be 204 cm 3 . The signal changed more rapidly on introduction of the lowest concentration, with a flow rate of 500 cm 3 min −1 .
The main disadvantage of this test method is that the change in total flow rates may have affected the results. Also the concentration could only be decreased to 4.4 ppm, rather than zero, limiting the concentration range of the test. Additional tests were therefore carried out using two vapour generators (both Owlstone Vapor Generator OVG-4) connected as shown in Fig. 6 . This allowed the supply to the gas cell to be switched between lines with and without formaldehyde without varying the flow rate, although care had to be taken to switch the two valves at the same time. For each test, the formaldehyde concentration generated by the first vapour generator was controlled by adjusting the temperature of the permeation tube.
The system was tested in this manner with a range of formaldehyde concentrations. The results are shown in Fig. 7 , the latter determined using the permeation tube calibration, temperature and flow rate. This shows a clear increase in detected absorbance with increasing concentration above the limit of detection and little or no correlation below it, as expected. As a consequence of the need to leave 500 s (8 minutes) between baseline and detection measurements, which allowed the gas cell to fill, the LoD increased to 2.0 × 10 −4 AU or 17 ppm, which was attributed to thermal drift. The position of the estimated limit of detection is marked on the graph. Calculating the expected limit of detection from the system with thermal drift over 500 s gives a limit of detection of 2.2 × 10 −4 AU, close to the observed results. Fig. 7 . Graph of the response of the two filter system versus formaldehyde concentration. The position of the estimated limit of detection is shown. Fig. 8 . Output spectrum of the LED changing with temperature, as measured by counts on a UV spectrometer (AvaSpec-3648), normalized relative to the maximum intensity at 10°C.
VI. INVESTIGATION OF THERMAL DRIFT
Thermal drift was considered to be the dominant limitation over timescales of more than approximately one minute and was investigated in greater depth by measuring the effects of temperature variation of the LED and interference filters. Several studies have shown an increase in LED peak wavelength with increasing temperature [35] [36] [37] . This shift would result in a change in the ratio of the detection and reference wavelength bands, potentially causing spurious (positive or negative) absorbance measurements. It is also well-known that temperature changes will affect the transmission of optical interference filters, such that an increase in temperature will increase the peak transmission wavelength.
A. Measurement of LED and Filter Thermal Characteristics
The temperature behaviour of the LED was tested from 10 to 30°C in an environmental chamber and the results are shown in Fig. 8 . The output was recorded using a UV spectrometer (AvaSpec-3648 CCD UV spectrometer). As temperature increases, it can be seen that peak wavelength increases and the intensity decreases. The form of the emission spectrum and its variation with temperature are consistent with previous studies [35] [36] [37] .
The transmission of one interference filter was also tested in the environmental chamber at normal incidence, corresponding to the detection channel. At each temperature, measurements were made using the same UV spectrometer (AvaSpec-3648) both with and without the filter, the entire measurement apparatus being held at the same controlled temperature within the Fig. 9 . Transmission spectrum of the detection filter at different temperatures, measured using the UV LED as a source and a UV spectrometer (AvaSpec-3648).
environmental chamber and allowed to thermally equilibrate prior to measurement. Thus, changes to the LED emission with temperature were normalized out, such that the results in Fig. 9 reveal the effects of temperature on the filter transmission alone. There is a small increase in peak transmission wavelength with increasing temperature as would be expected, of the level of 10 pm°C −1 , and a small change in transmission level of around −0.04 %°C −1 .
B. Simulated Effect of Temperature on Formaldehyde Measurements
In order to assess the effect of these temperature changes on the system, the absorbance of the two channels was simulated numerically. The following effects were simulated: thermal drift of the LED and thermal drift of the filters, each with zero gas and in the presence of gas. Over the wavelength range 320-360 nm, the amount of light that would be transmitted through each filter, as I D and I R respectively, was calculated according to (4) , thus taking into account the LED emission envelope E s (λ) shown in Fig. 8 , and the filter transmission T (λ), one example being shown in Fig. 9 . The final value of S was calculated according to (6) . The simulation was performed for chosen concentrations of 0 ppm and 1 ppm, calculated using the spectrum in Fig. 1 . The calculations were normalized to a temperature of 20°C, this being the simulated temperature at which the system was both calibrated and zeroed, thus providing the values of I 0R and I 0D in (6) .
The effect of thermal shifts of the LED was simulated with respect to filters that remained at a fixed temperature of 20°C. The first simulation was performed for a zero gas condition, and the results are shown in Fig. 10 . At lower temperatures, the LED emission increased by a greater amount on the reference channel than on the detection channel, thus (according to (6) ) there was an apparent increase in relative absorption and a spurious signal equivalent to the presence of formaldehyde. At temperatures higher than 20°C the reverse held, with LED emission reduced by more on the reference channel than on the detection channel. Thus, at higher temperatures there was an apparent decrease in relative absorption and the spurious signal was equivalent to a negative absorbance or negative concentration of formaldehyde compared to that at 20°C. Clearly such negative signals are non-physical, but they would act to mask any true positive absorption signals resulting from real formaldehyde. At zero gas ("zero baseline" condition), the change in spurious signal with LED temperature (Fig. 10 ) was approximately linear, with a gradient of −6.7 × 10 −3 AU°C −1 or −560 ppm°C −1 .
The error in the presence of gas was calculated as follows. First, the value of S was calculated for a simulated concentration of 1 ppm. This was dominated by the change to the zero baseline, therefore to reveal the additional error, the zero gas value of S, taken from Fig. 10 , was subtracted. The difference between the baseline-corrected S and the calibrated value of S at 1 ppm then gave the additional error at that concentration, shown in Fig. 12 .
At 1 ppm, variations in LED temperature resulted in the zero baseline error of Fig. 10 plus an additional error related to the formaldehyde concentration that was again approximately linear, with a gradient of 6.4 × 10 −9 AU°C −1 or 5 ppb°C −1 . Since these absorbances are in the linear region of (1), the errors will be linear with concentration and can therefore also be expressed as a proportional accuracy of the measured signal, namely 0.5 %°C −1 in addition to the zero baseline error. Thus, the temperature of the LED has a significant effect on the zero baseline and a smaller additional effect on the proportional accuracy of the signal. To achieve a limit of detection of 4.6×10 −5 AU therefore implies an LED temperature variation of 7 × 10 −3°C , which explains our difficulties in controlling the LED temperature during experiments. Over longer time periods the limit of 2 × 10 −4 AU would have corresponded to a variation of 0.03°C.
From Fig. 8 , we can see that the scale of the problem might be reduced by using only the longer wave LED emission, above the peak wavelength at 30°C (in this case, above approx. 342 nm) since the change with temperature over this range is much reduced. However, this means using less than half the total LED emission. If the LED peak wavelength could be shortened to below 332 nm, the remaining usable bandwidth would just cover our identified detection and reference channels, but at reduced intensity and with limited tolerance to wavelength variation between devices.
The effect of temperature variation of the filters was calculated in a similar manner. The LED temperature was set to a fixed value of 20°C and the temperature of the filters was allowed to vary, with the filters assumed to be in good thermal contact, at the same temperature as each other. The results for zero gas are shown in Fig. 12 , and the additional error calculated at 1 ppm is shown in Fig. 13 .
The effect of temperature variation of the filter was not as profound as that of the LED, but the effect on the zero baseline was nevertheless still high. The effect is highly nonlinear, with more limited variation with temperature around 20°C (the temperature corresponding to zeroing and calibration) and greater variation below 15°C or above 25°C. The effect at zero gas is caused by the relative shift of the filter center wavelengths with respect to the LED emission envelope, which is not flat over the region. The dotted line in Fig. 12 is a polynomial fit to the data included as a visual aid only, with no particular scientific justification. If we assume for simplicity that the region between 15°C and 25°C is linear, the change in spurious signal with temperature would be 1.2 × 10 −3 AU°C −1 or 100 ppm°C −1 . For small changes, the reality might be lower.
From Fig. 13 , we see the additional error at a concentration of 1 ppm. Again, this is in addition to the larger zero baseline error of Fig. 12 and is revealed once the latter has been subtracted. There is a relative shift in the transmission of the two filters with respect to the target gas absorption, and the effect is nonlinear. Assuming for simplicity that the region between 15°C and 25°C is linear, the change in spurious signal with temperature would be −3.2 × 10 −8 AU°C −1 or −2.7 ppb°C −1 . As with the data shown in Fig. 11 , we again expect these figures to be linear with concentration and can express this as a proportional accuracy of the measured signal of −0.3 %°C −1 in addition to the zero baseline error.
The ideal filter for non-dispersive gas detection is considered to take the form of a "top hat" function, where the cut-off wavelengths allow sufficient tolerance for filter variation caused either by thermal effects or manufacturing tolerances. It may also be possible to reduce the extent of thermal shift of the filter passband, since athermalised narrow bandpass filters are available commercially. Narrow (2.7 nm FWHM) bandpass filters are available in the near IR, for the purpose of dense wavelength division multiplexing across the 1550 nm telecoms band, with a temperature coefficient of 1.5 pm°C −1 at 1531 nm [38] (our Fig. 9 shows 10pm°C −1 ). This level of athermalisation would reduce the effect of thermal changes to the filters on instrument performance, but would come at increased cost.
Temperature variation of both the LED and filters has therefore caused an error in both the zero baseline measurement and measurements made in the presence of gas, the latter being proportional to the gas concentration. Because we are in the linear region of (1), these errors are additive, though the LED and filters may not necessarily be at the same temperature. The error on the zero baseline dominates, which is consistent with the experimental data in Fig. 5 , where a large drift in the zero baseline can be seen above the noise level, but the step change in S in response to changes in gas concentration appears to be constant (lower than the noise) throughout.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A new method of detecting and measuring formaldehyde has been demonstrated as a first proof of concept, based on a non-dispersive spectroscopic technique in the UV region. Narrow (3 nm) bandpass filters were used to define detection and reference channels that corresponded to regions of high and low formaldehyde absorption, respectively. Fine tuning of the center wavelength of the filters was achieved by making small changes to the angle of incidence. Light from a single LED was collimated through a gas cell and then divided into the two channels by a beam splitter. The intensity in each channel was measured with a photodiode and the ratio between the detection and reference channels was used to calculate the formaldehyde concentration.
The noise performance of this system was characterised and optimized. Noise phenomena that were identified included interference from frequencies matching the modulation frequency, thermal drift, quantisation, lock-in amplifier noise and source fluctuation noise. After optimization the most significant were source fluctuation noise and thermal drift of the LED, giving a best-case limit of detection of 4.6 × 10 −5 AU over a 20 s time period. Based on the absorption spectrum of formaldehyde gas, this was calculated to correspond to 4.0 ppm for our pathlength of 19.5 cm. Experimental results measured with a 20 s integration period confirmed limits of detection of 5.0 × 10 −5 AU and 4.3 ppm, respectively. For later tests at lower flow rates, it took approximately eight minutes to change the gas concentration in the cell, and the observed LoD increased to 2.0 × 10 −4 AU (17 ppm). This was similar to the expected limit of detection of 2.2×10 −4 AU from observed thermal drift over that time period.
A series of tests was completed over a range of concentrations. Above the limit of detection, the system gave absorption results with a clear correlation with increased concentration. Below the limit of detection, there was little or no correlation as would be expected. However, the design of the vapour generator limited both the range of test concentrations that could be generated and the experimental timescales, which were considerable (over 8 minutes to flush the gas cell), owing to the need to use a low total flow rate. The limit of detection for these tests was increased by time-dependent drift, considered to be dominated by thermal drift of the LED that resulted in changes to the zero baseline. For this system, the zero baseline uncertainty is dependent on the degree of thermal control that can be achieved, with uncertainty characterized at −560 ppm C −1 resulting from thermal instability of the LED, and 100 ppm°C −1 arising from thermal instability of the filters. An additional error was calculated for measurements in the presence of gas, corresponding to a proportional accuracy of 0.5 %°C −1 and −0.3 %°C −1 for thermal instability of the LED and filters respectively, in addition to the zero baseline error. This area therefore requires significant improvement for a sensor to be capable of measuring concentrations at the level of 0.1 ppm.
The system required calibration based on the specific arrangement and properties of the filters, LED and other optical components. If different aging or contamination effects were to occur over time, the system would require re-zeroing and/or re-calibration. This is an issue that potentially affects other non-dispersive systems and has not, for example, prevented the commercial uptake of non-dispersive infrared sensors.
A future system could be improved with a thermo-electric controller (TEC) element placed closer to the LED. This would preferably be inside the device package and installed at the time of manufacture, as is standard practice for many tunable diode lasers and some mid IR LEDs. Small (9 mm diameter) integrated devices are available for nondispersive infrared (NDIR) detection that combine multiple detection channels, each with its own bandpass filter; the same arrangement would also benefit this application. Additionally, a gas cell with a longer pathlength, potentially with multiple light passes, would increase sensitivity. A number of design compromises were also made, whose avoidance would also improve the system's potential. These include the fact that the reference filter's transmission was lowered and its passband broadened as a consequence of its tilt, and also the fact that the LED emission was not ideally centered over measurement channels used. Thermal stability would be improved by a second custom filter for the reference band, with a peak transmission at 335 nm, plus an LED whose peak emission was blue-shifted to below 332 nm. As detector noise is a key contributor to system performance, increasing the intensity of light received by the detectors would also be beneficial. Although blue-shifting the LED would reduce the usable light from this source on the detection band, the rapid development in UV LED technology that is taking place at the present time could result in greater overall intensities on both channels.
We might ask, what are the requirements for sub -ppm formaldehyde detection using this technique? To support the 0.1 ppm action level for indoor air quality recommended by the WHO as a limit of quantification, a limit of detection (1σ ) of 10 ppb would likely be needed. If the LED temperature could be controlled to 0.01°C (the precision of many commercially available controllers), a limit of detection of 1.3 ppm formaldehyde would be expected with the current system. This would be improved by only using the longer wavelength portion of the emission, perhaps by a factor of 10, to approximately 130 ppb. A pathlength increase to 2.5 m would then be needed to provide a 10 ppb limit of detection. This might be achieved with a suitable multipass cell, but at increased cost and complexity of the system and with a negative consequence for the received light intensity. A further question is whether temperature control of the filters would be required, which is not currently an option on commercially available integrated photodetector / filter combinations used in non-dispersive infrared detection. With an athermal design that has closer to a "top hat" bandpass function, thermal instability might be reduced to the level where active control was not required. Temperature compensation, rather than control, might be achieved using a thermistor located on the detector and a look-up table to correct the results.
To summarise, we have demonstrated non-dispersive ultraviolet detection of formaldehyde at ppm levels. The system has the advantage of using a limited number of simple components including a UV LED, narrow bandpass filters and silicon photodetectors, thus avoiding the use of a UV spectrometer. We have completed a comprehensive analysis of the system's performance limitations, concluding that the instrument is currently limited by thermal drift of the UV LED source.
Further work is required to address a number of engineering compromises and limitations in order for the instrument to provide useful measurements with a detection limit of 10 ppb, for the purpose of indoor air quality monitoring.
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